Orasi Private Cloud Hosting for Micro Focus
UFT Mobile
The Orasi Private Cloud Hosting service for Micro Focus
UFT Mobile eliminates the need for customers to purchase,
configure and maintain their own mobile devices. Orasi will
install and configure all of the servers and devices necessary
at the Orasi mobile hosting facility. Customers then access the
Micro Focus UFT Mobile environment through a secure VPN
connection, enabling both manual and automated testing
against real mobile devices.

Devices

Since it’s a private cloud option, all of the servers and devices
are dedicated to the customer and available at any time.
There is no security risk of other customers having access
to the environment or sharing the devices. The secure
VPN connectivity provides a dedicated channel by which
any customer representative can access the devices from
anywhere in the world.

All devices are working, physical mobile devices, not
emulators. The customer can specify any combination of
manufacturer, model and operating system version for each
device. All devices include WiFi connectivity for access to the
internet and can optionally be connected to a mobile carrier
SIM contract (e.g., AT&T and Verizon) for voice, text, and data
testing.

Contract Term

If a customer chooses to cancel the hosting service, Orasi will
reset all hardware to factory condition and destroy any backup
of customer data. At a customer’s request, Orasi can physically
destroy the mobile devices to ensure data privacy. If the
mobile devices were provided by the customer, they will be
returned within 30 days of contract termination.

The Orasi Private Cloud Hosting service is sold in conjunction
with Micro Focus UFT Mobile software. The term of the hosting
normally mirrors the term of the software. The standard term is
for 1 year and is renewed annually, but there are 6 month and
3 year term options available as well. For perpetual licenses
of Micro Focus UFT Mobile, the Orasi Private Cloud Hosting
service is purchased as a one-year subscription and is renewed
annually.
During the term of the service, the equipment and software
is dedicated to the customer. At the end of the term, the
customer has the option to renew or cancel the subscription.
If the customer chooses to renew the subscription, all existing
equipment is retained and the device pool is reevaluated.

The mobile devices necessary can be provided by either Orasi
or the customer. Orasi’s standard hosting package includes
two mobile devices of the customer’s choosing for each
concurrent license of Micro Focus UFT Mobile. Additional
devices can be added to the hosting package to create a
customized library of mobile devices for development and
testing.

Software Licenses
All required software licenses are provided by the customer
unless otherwise specified. Orasi can arrange the purchase of
the Micro Focus software licenses for the customer. Orasi also
can bundle the cost of the appropriate term software licenses
into the hosting service, if desired.
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